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Abstract—Broadcast (distributing a message from a source
node to all other nodes) is a fundamental problem in distributed
computing. Several solutions for solving this problem in mobile
wireless networks are available, in which mobility is dealt with
either by the use of randomized retransmissions or, in the
case of deterministic delivery protocols, by using conflict-free
transmission schedules. Randomized solutions can be used only
when unbounded delays can be tolerated. Deterministic conflict-
free solutions require schedule recomputation when topology
changes, thus becoming unstable when the topology rate of
change exceeds the schedule recomputation rate. The determinis-
tic broadcast protocols we introduce in this paper overcome the
above limitations by using a novel mobility-transparent schedule,
thus providing a delivery (time) guarantee without the need to
recompute the schedules when topology changes. We show that
the proposed protocol is simple and easy to implement, and that
it is optimal in networks in which assumptions on the maximum
number of the neighbors of a node can be made.

Index Terms— Ad hoc networks, broadcast protocols,
distributed algorithms, mobile computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

BROADCASTis the task initiated by any of the nodes of a
network, calledsource, whose goal is to send a message

to all other network nodes. In addition to disseminating
data, a broadcast mechanism represents the starting point for
the implementation of group communication primitives and
various system services in distributed environments. With
the renewed interest inad hocnetworks, combined with the
need to support multimedia and real-time applications, the
need arises to have in the mobile network a mechanism for
reliable dissemination of control and data. It is necessary
to have broadcast protocols that meet the combined require-
ments of these networks—delivery-guaranteeand mobility
transparency.

The termad hoc, or multi-hop mobileradio network, refers
to a set of geographically dispersed nodes which may be
stationary or mobile, in which each node is willing to forward
packets for other nodes that cannot communicate directly
with each other (namely,eachnode is also a switch). These
networks successfully fill a role in applications in which a
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wired backbone is not viable. Emergency services, whether
commercial or tactical, all rely on this type of networks to
provide communication. Law enforcement, disaster recovery,
as well asad hoc networks to assist in administration and
control of entertainment events, shows, etc., are all cost-
effectively best served by multi-hop networks.

One of the basic characteristic of these networks is the use of
shared transmission channels. Thus, selective transmission is
impossible: whenever a node transmits, all its neighbors (nodes
within transmission range) will receive the message, and a
collision may occur if some transmissions overlap, preventing
correct message reception. In this paper, we are interested
in broadcast protocols with “collision resolution,” that is,
protocols in which the broadcast algorithm itself guarantees
the delivery of the message in the presence of collisions.
For references to protocols that use “collision detection”
mechanisms, e.g., see [1]. (These protocols, however, do
not guarantee that a node can sense all collisions [2]; thus,
media where no collision detection is performed are usually
considered.)

The broadcast problem has been extensively studied for
multi-hop networks. In particular, several solutions have been
presented in which the broadcasttime complexityis investi-
gated in detail.1 Optimal solutions were obtained for the case
when each node knows the topology of the entire network
(centralizedbroadcast). The broadcast protocol introduced in
[3] completes the broadcast of a message in
steps. From the result proved in [4], this protocol is optimal
for networks with constant diameter. For networks with a
larger diameter, a protocol by Gaberet al. [5] completes
the broadcast within time slots, and it is
optimal for networks with These solutions
are deterministicand guarantee a bounded delay on message
delivery, but the requirement that each node must know the
entire network topology is a strong condition, impossible to
maintain inad hocmobile environments.

The mobility limitation of the above protocols can be
overcome by sacrificing delivery guarantees by usingran-
domizedprotocols. In [1], arandomizedbroadcast protocol
which works in time slots was given.
Recently, Kushilevitzet al. [6] proved that such an algorithm
is optimal for any network with where is any
constant A suite of randomized protocols based on [1]
is presented in [7] where, by means of simulations, the time

1We express a protocol time complexity as the number oftime slots, or
steps, required by the protocol for broadcasting a message. The parameters
used for expressing such a complexity measure aren; the number of nodes
in the network, andD; the diameter of the network.
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complexity of one of the protocol of the suite is demonstrated
to improve the theoretical results in many network topologies.
Randomized solutions, however, can be applied to non time-
dependent applications, i.e., when unbounded delays can be
tolerated during the broadcast process, and cannot be used as
a mechanism for control information dissemination.

Deterministic broadcast protocols that do not require the
knowledge of the entire network topology have been intro-
duced in, e.g., [8], [9]. They operate by maintaining an updated
broadcast spanning tree. In order to adapt to topology changes,
these protocols require that each node knows the identity
of its current neighbors and recomputes the transmission
schedule accordingly (using an independent control channel).
Furthermore, the rate of node mobility must not exceed the
rate at which updating of topological information can occur.
Another broadcast protocol characterized by both topology and
time localization of execution has been introduced in [10].
However, the protocol requires nodes to exchange information
about the topology over a control channel, and to execute, prior
to each transmission, a distributed algorithm to decide which
nodes are going to transmit. A broadcast protocol for “cellular”
type ad hoctopologies, termed multi-cluster architectures, has
also been proposed in [11]. In this case, nodes are organized in
clusters, mimicking the organization of cellular networks. The
underlying virtual cellular organization in mobile networks
has to be updated continuously, and the proposed overlayed
broadcast protocol is influenced by the speed of the nodes:
when the rate of change of the network topology becomes too
high, the protocol switches to flooding. This heavily affects
its time complexity (which can even be quadratic in), and
provides no guarantees on delivery.

Given the increased interest in mobility, we are interested
in designing a broadcast solution which overcomes the above
mentioned mobility related limitations, while providing guar-
anteed delivery. Specifically, we are interested in a solution
which is the following.

1) Mobility independent, in that the correct forwarding of
a message is always guaranteed independently of the
current node’s neighbors and of their rates of mobility.

2) Deterministic, so that ana priori known bound on
the maximum delay for broadcast completion can be
determined.

3) Distributed, in the sense that the protocol can be exe-
cuted at each node without thea priori knowledge not
only of the entire network topology, but also of the
identity of the neighbors.

4) Simple and easy to implement, i.e., no computational
overhead is associated with the transmission of a mes-
sage and no periodical recomputation of the transmission
schedule is needed. Moreover, each node can compute
its own transmission schedule efficiently.

We observe that this type of mechanism is the required
basis for low-level protocols in all those wireless and mobile
situations in which network state and control information have
to be efficiently disseminated among all (or part of) the nodes
of the networkwithout depending on the network state itself
and on the rate of mobility of the nodes.

Fig. 1. A multi-hop network with 16 nodes,D = 4 and� = 5:

In this paper, we present a general algorithmic scheme
for devising broadcast protocols with the above-mentioned
properties. In particular, we introduce a new broadcast protocol
in which each node computes its own transmission schedule
once and for allat network initialization depending only on
global network parameters, such asand thedegreeof the
network, namely, the maximum number of neighbors that
a node can have. Thus, the proposed protocol is mobility
independent in the sense defined above. Moreover, our solution
completes the broadcast of a message in polylogarithmic
time. All these results are obtained by characterizing the
broadcast problem as a combinatorial problem for the solution
of which we propose a novel, explicit, and deterministic
method. Furthermore, when assumptions can be made on the
degree of the network, our characterization of the broadcast
problem allows us to show that our solution is optimal.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We model a multi-hop network by an undirected graph
in which is the set of (radio)

nodes and there is an edge if and only if
is in the hearing range(namely, can hear the transmissions)
of and vice versa. In this case, we say thatand are
neighbors. Due to mobility, the graph may change in time.

The set of the neighbors of a nodewill be indicated by
and its cardinality, is called thedegreeof

As usual, indicates the maximum
degreeof the network The distance between two
nodes and is defined as the length
of the shortest path (minimum number of hops) between
and The maximum distance between any pair of nodes is
called thediameter of the network. Given the sourceof
a message, all the nodessuch that are
said to belong to theth layer of the network,
Every node in the network is assigned a unique ID which we
assume denoted 1–As an example, the topology of a simple
multi-hop network is shown in Fig. 1.
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A deterministic distributed broadcast protocol for multi-
hop networksis a protocol which is executedat each nodein
the network in the following way:

a) Time of execution is considered to be slotted and the
time slots, orrounds, are numbered At round
a specific node called thesource, transmits a message

b) In each round, a node acts either as a transmitter or as
a receiver. A node receives a messagein a specific
round if, and only if, in that round it acts as a receiver
and exactly one of its neighbors acts as a transmitter.
In this case is the same message transmitted by the
neighbor.

c) The action of a node in a specific round is determin-
istically determined by its initial input, i.e., its own ID
(my_ID), and the degree of the network.

d) The broadcast iscompletedat round if all the nodes
have correctly received the messageat one of the
rounds

Thus, the broadcast proceeds according to aschedule
i.e., according to a list oftransmissions(trans-

mission sets) which specifies for each roundthe set of nodes
which act as (potential) transmitters,

During the broadcast process, the nodes that in a given round
have received a message are said to becoveredby the
broadcast. The nodes that have not receivedare said to
be uncovered. Given a node will indicate
its (un)covered neighborhood. Finally, a set of covered
nodes is said to be aconflicting setif In
other words, is a conflicting set when there is at least a
neighbor common to all the nodes in that has not received
a message from them yet. Finally, in the case of multi-hop
networks with mobile nodes, we assume that at least one node
from a conflicting set remains in the hearing range of any
neighboring uncovered node. Notice that the network doesnot
have to be static during the entire broadcast process, but it is
required always to beconnected, i.e., each uncovered node in
the network must be able to receive a message.

III. A G ENERAL BROADCAST SCHEME

The problem of distributed broadcast as stated in the previ-
ous section is that of scheduling, in a deterministic way, the
transmissions of the covered nodes in order to guarantee the
correct delivery of the message independently of the possibility
of collisions. To this end, we assume that the time axis is
divided into units called (transmission)frames. Each frame
is made up of rounds, numbered– where is the
framelength. We assume that the nodes are synchronized on a
frame basis (namely, we assume that each node has a counter
which is set to at the beginning of each frame and that is
incremented by with each subsequent round) and that the
round length is the same for each node.

Each node that either generated or received a message
is allowed to transmit it only in certain rounds in a frame.
The node calculates these slots (at the set up of the network,
or any time the number of the nodes in the network changes)
by means of the following procedure that takes as input the

number of nodes in the network and its degree and returns a
set of integers

The set Transm will contain the rounds in which
the node is allowed to transmit the message. By specifying
the function Get_The_Rounds, we get different broadcast
protocols.

As soon as a node either has a messageready for
transmission or receives it waits for the beginning of a new
frame (this frame will be its own transmission frame). At that
time, it starts to check when it can transmit Specifically,
the node tests if the current value of the counter belongs to
Transm, and when this is the case, the node sends

By a simple inductive argument, it is possible to show that
the described scheme achieves the broadcast ofin a layer
by layer fashion.

Proposition 1: Each node such that transmits
the message issued by after has been transmitted by
all the nodes in the layer and beforeeach node in the
layer will transmit it,

It is easy to see that such a scheme completes the broadcast
in rounds as long as we can find a suitable function
Get_The_Roundswhich allows us to prove that is correctly
forwarded from a given layer to the subsequent one in the
rounds of a frame. Thus, what we need is a (deterministic)
method to distribute the nodes to the transmission sets in a
frame in such a way that it isalwaysguaranteed that at least
one set will contain onlyone node fromany conflicting set

(i.e., in the round corresponding to that transmission
set, no collision will occur). More than that, we want such
a method to generate a schedule that is independent of the
local current conditions of the network, i.e., such that each
node has no need to know the identity of its current neighbors
to be guaranteed of the correct delivery of the message
(distributivity).

Thus, the described scheme will have the following desir-
able properties.

1) Parallel Broadcast:More than one message issued by
different source nodes can be traversing the network at
any given time. The distributed nature of the method
used to generate the broadcast schedule guarantees the
correct reception of a message sent byany neighbor
of a given node. These neighbors may have to send
different messages. In this case, since a node is allowed
to forward only one message per frame, a message may
need to be temporarily buffered (and thus, delayed) at
one node. The time bounds we present in this paper refer
to messages that are at leastrounds from each other.
Indeed, it is easy to see that if any node either receives or
generates no more than one messagefor each frame,
then can be forwarded in the following frame (i.e., it
is never subject to buffering delays).
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2) Mobility: Given the schedule independence of the cur-
rent neighborhood of a node, the topology of the network
may change without affecting the broadcast process.
Moreover, every node that has moved from an uncovered
neighborhood to a covered one during the broadcast
must at some time be the neighbor of a node which has
already received the broadcasted messageand will
receive from it using a failsafe recovery procedure
such as in [12], [13].

3) Scalability: Anytime we want to add a new node to
the network, each newly inserted node can issue a
broadcast message requesting to update the Transm set
of each node according to the new value of Each
node, then, has only to execute the above procedure
Round_Numbers.

In the following section, we illustrate an application of our
layer-to-layer broadcast mechanism by describing a simple
linear protocol that works in any multi-hop mobile network.

IV. A L INEAR BROADCAST ALGORITHM

One of the simplest possible broadcast algorithms that meets
the requirements/properties listed in the previous sections is
obtained using the following:

integer

my ID

Each node is allowed to transmit just once in a frame: when
the value of its counter equals its own ID. This simple method
generates a layer-to-layer schedule for which Due to the
uniqueness of the node ID’s, it is clear that, at most, one node
will transmit in a round, so that no collision can ever occur.
Such a broadcast protocolhas a schedule
such that each is a singleton and is bounded
by

Remark 1: According to the general scheme presented in
the previous section, the algorithm obtained using the previous
Get_The_Roundsfunction is anoff-line algorithm: each node
calculates in advance the round in which it will transmit
the message, and keeps this information in the set Transm
(which, in this case, is an integer variable). The following is
an equivalent (with respect to the time complexity)on-line
version of the same algorithm.

When a node receives a message it sets a timer to

wakeuptime

where is the ID of the first sender from whichhas received
The timer is decremented with each round. When the timer

equals transmits
It is easy to see that:

1) due to the uniqueness of the ID of each node, no collision
will occur, i.e., no more than one node will transmit in
the same round;

2) a node of level will transmit the message in round
This implies that no

node in layer will transmit before a node in layer
or after a node in layer

i.e., the broadcast proceeds in a layer by layer fashion
and it takes rounds to forward
from layer to the next layer,

The total number of roundsrequired by the previous algo-
rithm to complete the broadcast is bounded by the following
expression:

The described protocols work in multi-hop networks with
maximum degree i.e., they always complete the
broadcast in any multi-hop network. (It is clear from the code
of the Get_The_Roundsfunction that this linear protocoldoes
not depend on the degree of the network.)

In [14], it is shown that the simple algorithms given above
are optimal if a broadcast protocol is not able to use a
schedule for the nodes of layer which usesall the nodes
of layer andall the uncovered nodes. For these “restricted”
protocols, an lower bound for the deterministic dis-
tributed broadcast of a message in a (mobile) multi-hop
network is proved. Moreover, the construction used in [14] is
general, i.e., for multi-hop networks with any diameterand
immediately obtains, as a special case, the lower bound
presented in [1] for networks with constant diameter.

In the following section, we propose a distributed broadcast
algorithm which maintains the property of being deterministic
and mobility independent, i.e., we prove that it is always
possible to correctly forward a messagefrom any layer to
the following one within a deterministically bounded frame
length and without depending either on the knowledge of
the current neighbors or on the rate of their mobility.2 This
algorithm completes the broadcast in polylogarithmic time,
and in sparsenetworks (i.e., in networks with a “small” or
with a constant maximum degree), it has to be preferred to
the linear protocols just described.

V. POLYLOGARITHMIC BROADCAST

As noticed in Section III, the problem of the correct for-
warding of a message between any two consecutive layers of
a multi-hop network is that of distributing the nodes to the
transmission sets in a frame in such a way that in at least
one transmission set there are no two nodes from the same
conflicting set. In the previous section, we have introduced
a simple protocol which solves this problem by avoiding the
transmission of more than one node per round. Here, we prove
that this condition is not necessary, i.e., we show that by
allowing more than one node to transmit in a round we can still
guarantee the mobility independence property while correctly
forwarding any message. Moreover, depending on the degree
of the network, we show how to obtain polylogarithmic
frame lengths, i.e., frame lengths shorter than that of the
linear solution. We obtain these results by presenting a novel

2For the sake of simplicity on the description of the method, we consider
here that only one messagem is traversing the network.
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combinatorial method (division method) that, given a non-
empty set of integers distributes the elements ofany
non-empty set in a family of subsets of so that
there exists at least a set such that We
can think of this family as made up of those (transmission)
sets of nodes allowed to transmit in a specific round, so as to
always guarantee the correct delivery of a message (i.e., we
guarantee that at a given round, onlyone node fromany set
of nodes transmits. In that round, no collision occurs).

The method is completely deterministic and constructive,
and it can be executedat each node in order to find the
numbers of the rounds in whichis allowed to transmit. Each
node needs only to know the number of the nodes in the net-
work and the degree of the network Starting from the set

(of the ID’s) of the nodes of the network, each
node executes the functionGet_The_Roundsthat generates the
family of sets with the mobility independence property. The
set of integers is initially divided into sets in such
a way that each element of belongs to sets. The
crucial property of this division is that, for each non-empty
set there always exist two sets and among the

sets, such that and are a partition
of In terms of the broadcast schedule, this means that,
given any conflicting set, we can always distribute its nodes
into two different non-empty subsets so that if we let the two
groups of nodes transmit in different rounds, no collision will
occur between the corresponding transmissions. An iterated
application of this division to subsequently divided sets leads
to the distribution of the elements of in several subsets of

so that there is at least one of these sets, saysuch that
In other words, if is any conflicting set of

nodes, then the schedule (list oftransmission sets) obtained
by applying the division method to the set of nodesalways
contains a set to which only one of the nodes inbelongs.
In the round corresponding to that set all the nodes in the
common uncovered neighborhood of the nodes inreceive
the message correctly. Once is locally generated, for each

each node checks if its own ID (my_ID) belongs to
and, when this is the case, the round number corresponding
to is added in Transm.

In the remaining part of this section, we first describe the
division method, then present a family of broadcast algorithms
based on the method and prove their correctness. For the
sake of simplicity, in this section we consider and
powers of All logarithms are to be considered to be base
Finally, throughout the section we use the asymptotic notation
to express the time complexity bounds of our protocols (e.g.,
see [15]), but it is easy to see that for all the results presented
here this notation does not hide any significant constant.

A. The Division Method

Consider a non-empty set of integersIn this section, we
describe a general method for deriving a family of subsets of
thathits any non-empty set i.e., a family such
that there exists at least a set for which In
the following, with the operator we will partition a set of
integers into two subsets and with the same cardinality.

The method is based on the following procedure that given
a set of integers divides into distinct
sets

An application of the procedureDivide is explained in the
following example.

Example 1: Consider The following is
the output of theDivide procedure called on Starting from

we will have

It is easy to verify that for each (a)
(b)

This implies that after calls of
the Divide procedure every time on a set of its output, the
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last output will be sets with cardinality Furthermore,
(c) for each is
Another useful property of theDivide procedure is stated in
the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Given a subset of a set of integers
there always exists an such that is
partitioned by the procedure call Divide into two non-
empty subsets, and such that and

Proof: We show that as far as
then there exists a such

that and that as soon as this is no longer true
we have the thesis. We proceed by induction on the number
of subsequent partitions of the set Let (the
case is symmetric. The case in which

is obvious). The base case of
induction is then trivial. Now, suppose that for a

we have (the case with
is analogous). We know that in the next iteration of the main
loop in theDivide procedure we will have

and we have the following two cases: either
or is partitioned into two non-empty subsets

and such that and which implies
the thesis and

Notice that the second case always occurs when

(see (c) above), whence the thesis in steps.
An immediate consequence of the previous lemma is that

each set such that is partitioned into
two subsets, such that at least one is a singleton. In broadcast
terms, this means that the nodes of any conflicting set with
cardinality are scheduled to transmit in such a way that
in at least one roundonly onenode transmits In that slot
all their uncovered neighbors receivecorrectly. A repeated
application of the procedureDivide to subsequently divided
sets, allows to hit any non-empty set This is achieved
by the following function (where is an integer variable
that takes values and ):

Example 2: Consider and
Then, when the function calledSmash returns as

output. When the same call will output the 8 sets as in
Example 1. When we obtain the 48 sets output by the
Divide procedure successively called on the sets
For example,Divide gives the 6 sets

Divide gives the 6 sets

and Divide gives the sets

and
It is easy to verify (see also (b) above) that, in general,

for a set of integers and the function called
Smash outputs sets, each one
with cardinality 3 Furthermore, when

the depth of the recursion is It is worth noticing
that also indicates the number of subsequent applications of
the Divide procedure to subsequently halved sets.

We show now that given a non-empty set of integers
and for each the function
call Smash returns a family of subsets of that hits any
non-empty set such that

Theorem 1: Given a non-empty set of integers and the
integer for each the Smash
function called on returns a family such that for
any non-empty set hits

Proof: We proceed by induction on the depth of the
recursive calls of theSmashfunction on subsequently halved
sets. When then any non-empty set such that

is a singleton. In this case, theSmash call returns
(Example 2) and clearly hits any singleton

Suppose now that, after recursive calls of the
Smashfunction on a set of integers we obtain a family
of subsets of that hits any subset of whose cardinality
is Consider now a set such that
After the first call of theDivide ensures that we have
at least a call of theDivide procedure) we know that there
exists an such that is partitioned into
two non-empty subsets and (Lemma
1). Now, implies that between the
two conditions and at least one holds.
Without loss of generality, let As noted above,
being the depth of recursion is and therefore,
by inductive hypothesis, the remaining recursive calls
triggered bySmash give the thesis.

Example 3: Consider again
and the set When after the first

call of the Divide procedure on the set we know
that there exists an such that is partitioned
into two non-empty subsets and with
and (Lemma 1). Indeed, when we have

(namely, hits ) and
(see Example 1). Let us now consider and the set

Using the same argument as above,
we find that and
Then, the previous theorem guarantees that theDivide

3Whenh = 0; we stipulate that�h�1
j=0 log(jP j=2j) = 1:
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call will distribute the elements of in such a way that in at
least one of the sets there will be only one element of(see
Example 2: the set generated by theDivide procedure
call, hits ).

Remark 2: When the Smashfunction called on a set
of integers with returns
sets whichare not all pairwise different (see Example 2: the
division of and yields the same set ).
Therefore, the actual cardinality of the family is This
is evident when : when the
Smash call returns sets,
each one with cardinality Thus, it is clear that
(and indeed the family of all singletons of hits any non-
empty subset ), but theSmashfunction returns all the
sets unaware that sometimes it outputs a set already produced.
This consideration on theredundancyof the division method
leaves room for improvements both from the combinatorial
point of view and for the complexity of distributed broadcast,
but it is not further investigated in this paper.

B. The “Polylog” Broadcast Algorithm

The Get_The_Roundsfunction used by each node (by the
means of theRound_Numbersprocedure, see Section III) uses
a slightly modified version of theSmashfunction described in
the previous section. Instead of returning a set, the following
Find_Roundsprocedure divides the set of
nodes’ ID’s into sets, 4

and checks if the ID, my_ID, of the node that executes the
procedureRound_Numbersbelongs to the resulting sets

Set of integers;

Temp

Temp

where

my ID

Temp Temp

4Notice that, considering networks with maximum degree�; 2 � � �
n� 1; we now leth range overf1; � � � ; logn� 1g:

Example 4: Suppose that nodewith my_ID executes
the procedureRound_Numbers When

the previousGet_The_Roundsfunction will output the
set i.e., during a frame of length node

is allowed to transmit the message in rounds 1, 2, 3 and
8. Indeed, if we consider the transmission sets

of a frame are the 8 sets output by theDivide
procedure called on More precisely:

(Example 1). When we have
Transm i.e., during
a frame of length node is allowed to transmit
the message in rounds and
The transmission sets of the frame are the 48 sets
output by theDivide procedure called on the sets
(Example 2).

Now we prove that theGet_The_Roundsfunction described
in this section allows a mobility-independent forwarding of a
message between any two consecutive layers.

Proposition 2: Consider a multi-hop network with nodes
and maximum degree in which
each node executes the Round_Numbers procedure with the
previous Get_The_Rounds function. Then, in a frame of length

the message is correctly forwarded
between any two consecutive layers.

Proof: The proof that any conflicting set is
distributed among the transmission sets of a frame in such
a way that no collision occurs in at least one round, relies
on Theorem 1, noticing that the two integer parameters
and used by theFind_Roundsprocedure do not interfere
with the division method: they just deal with the problem of
the correct attribution of the rounds to the nodeAs for
this last problem, we note that when theGet_The_Rounds
function calls theFind_Roundsprocedure with the actual
parameters and the else
branch of the outermostif is executed and for
each ). Then, being
the then branch of the innermostif is executed (this is the
unique time in the whole recursive execution of the procedure)
and theFind_Roundsprocedure is recursively called on the

sets returned by theDivide call. If
each one of the calls of theFind_Roundsprocedure
(Find_Rounds ) executes thethen
branch of the outermostif and if the membership condition
is satisfied, the set Temp (i.e., the set Transm of the node)
is updated with a round number. More precisely, in this case
the round number is and
being each one of the rounds
is correctly assigned.5 If then each one of the

5{Notice that, whenh = 1; we have� = 1 provided that we define
�h�1
j=1 log(n=2

j) = 1 (see also Note 3).
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calls of theFind_Roundsprocedure executes again theelse
branch of the outermostif , but this time the condition of the
innermostif is no longer verified and
the successive recursive calls of theFind_Roundsprocedure
are of the formFind_Rounds
and After such recursive calls, the
Find_Roundsprocedure finally executes thethen branch of
the outermostif , and if the membership condition is verified
the set Temp is updated. As noticed in Section V-A, each one
of the initial sets output by the first call of theDivideprocedure
is in turn divided into transmission
sets whose round number is and

The total number of rounds needed
is thus

According to the general scheme of Section III, this section
is summed up by the following:

Theorem 2: The broadcast algorithm obtained using the
previous function Get_The_Rounds completes the broadcast
in rounds in multi-hop networks with
nodes and maximum degree

Remark 3 (Optimality):Due to the lower
bound on deterministic distributed broadcast protocol in
(mobile) multi-hop networks proved in [16], when
(namely, for networks with maximum degree ) the
bound proved in Theorem 2 is tight. Furthermore, due to the
lower bound on the broadcast of a message in networks with
constant diameter presented in [4], when (namely, for
networks with maximum degree ) and is a constant,
the presented algorithm is optimal.

When i.e., in multi-hop networks with
the maximum possible degree, the above presented algorithm
completes the broadcast in rounds, so that
the linear algorithm presented in Section III is to be preferred.
In general, in networks with the above family
is to be used when as stated by the
following result.

Proposition 3: For each integer
is

Proof: Starting from we have

and thus,
Being

(the proof is easily obtained by induction on), Proposi-
tion 3 says that for networks with maximum degree

the broadcast algorithm presented in
this section is faster than the linear one.

It is worth noticing that, for all those values of for
which the corresponding protocols perform almost as
well when given a polynomial upper bound (denoted) in

(instead of the actual number of nodes). This bound yields
the same complexity up to a constant factor (since complexity
is logarithmic in ).

Remark 4: The protocol described in this section depends
on the maximum degree of the network: Once is
known, is easily derived and consequently the set Transm is
computed. The completion of the broadcast is then guaranteed
when This condition can be globally insured in
static multi-hop networks, or in mobile networks in which
it is always possible to know the number of nodes in a given
area (e.g., networks of satellites). In the general case of ad hoc
networks, a mechanism that provides each node with the cur-
rent degree of the network is needed. Here we assume, similar
to past solutions, the existence of a separate control channel
by which each node senses its neighbors and communicates its
degree through the network. It is worth noticing that each node
can always compute its transmission schedules in advance (one
transmission schedule for eachfor which the frame length is

), and it chooses the transmission schedule to use according
to the current maximum degree. Thus no on-line recomputation
of the schedule is needed when the maximum degree changes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new mechanism for
disseminating data and control information in ad hoc mobile
networks. The proposed solution is deterministic and indepen-
dent of the mobility of the nodes. We have shown that our
protocols overcome the limitations induced in other solutions
by the use of randomized techniques or, in deterministic
delivery protocols, by the need to periodically recompute
the transmission schedule. The mobility independence of our
protocol is achieved by allowing each node to compute its
own transmission schedule once and for all at network ini-
tialization, depending only on and on the degree of the
network. Moreover, the broadcast of a message is proven to
be guaranteed in polylogarithmic time. Obtaining these results
became possible by characterizing the broadcast problem as a
combinatorial problem for the solution of which we proposed
a novel, explicit and completely deterministic method. Finally,
when an assumption can be made on the degree of the network,
we showed that our solution is optimal.
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